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Theories of human behavior suggest that people’s decisions
to join a group and their subsequent behavior are influenced
by perceptions of what is socially normative. In online discussions, where unruly, harassing behavior is common, displaying
community rules could reduce concerns about harassment that
prevent people from joining while also influencing the behavior of those who do participate. An experiment tested these
theories by randomizing announcements of community rules to
large-scale online conversations in a science-discussion community with 13 million subscribers. Compared with discussions with
no mention of community expectations, displaying the rules
increased newcomer rule compliance by >8 percentage points
and increased the participation rate of newcomers in discussions
by 70% on average. Making community norms visible prevented
unruly and harassing conversations by influencing how people
behaved within the conversation and also by influencing who
chose to join.
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ow do a community’s rules about behavior influence people’s decisions to participate in an online conversation and
how they subsequently behave? Questions about newcomer participation are part of a broader scientific discussion about how
groups develop, grow, and cultivate shared patterns of behavior
(1). These questions are pragmatically important in online communications, where rapidly forming conversations and popularity
algorithms can attract tens of thousands of people into settings
where they experience unruly and harassing behavior (2, 3).
Research on social norms has discovered how human behavior is guided by our subjective perceptions about what is common
or acceptable to others in a situation. When forming these perceptions, we choose which sources of information about norms
to attend to, especially norms from “reference groups” that are
important to us (4). Influential signals of observed behavior and
described norms can come from individual referents (5, 6) or
from groups (7). Institutions also shape norm perceptions (8),
especially when institutions indicate how those expectations will
be enforced (9, 10).
Because newcomers to a group have limited ties to the group,
theories of social norms predict that information about norms
may not influence their behavior. Numerous studies have found
that information about norms is influential when a person cares
about a group or they feel like they belong (11). Yet scientists
have long observed that people are more likely to follow perceived norms when their behavior is less private (12, 13). In
online conversations, normative messages might still influence
newcomer behavior when people know they are monitored and
norms are continuously enforced (14).
Even if signals of group norms are less influential among individual newcomers, they might still influence groups through a
process of selection. Scientists have described the decision to
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1813486116

join a group as a process of reconnaissance and evaluation during which a person discovers information about a group and
makes judgments about whether to join (1, 15). Might information about social norms influence group behavior by influencing
a newcomer’s decision to join the group?
Researchers have tended to study decisions about group participation in slow, small processes where selection is costly, such
as joining a club or accepting a job offer. Joining often involves
a two-sided process of approval from the group and the newcomer (15, 16). Similarly, research on the effect of social norms
has investigated settings where the cost of norm compliance is
lower than the cost of leaving. Perhaps signs in parking garages
can reduce littering because few people would choose a different
garage to avoid using a trash bin as instructed (7, 9).
In text-based online conversations, the choice to join or leave
a conversation is faster and lower-cost than joining a club or
leaving a parking garage. On social platforms like Facebook and
Reddit, people make frequent choices about what conversations
to join in unfamiliar settings. These platforms host hundreds
of thousands of parallel communities and continuously promote
conversations from them to tens of millions of readers—people
who choose again and again where to allocate their attention and
voice (17). On these platforms, joining a group involves minimal
effort and avoiding one includes no cost at all, since the group
never knows you were there.
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Fig. 1. Treatment messages posted to discussions of peer-reviewed
research.

In these online groups, information about social norms may
influence a person’s decision to join a conversation by informing
how they expect to be treated by others. Many people currently
avoid speaking publicly online for fear of harassment. In the
United States, 47% of internet users report experiencing some
kind of online harassment, with 20% of victims choosing to
shut down an online account to protect themselves (18). Groups
that systematically receive the most severe forms of harassment
report in surveys that they would be more likely to participate
online in the presence of national laws on harassment and cyberbullying (19). Furthermore, laboratory experiments comparing
discussion-software designs have found that readers express a
greater intent to comment in conversation environments that
include continuous monitoring and enforcement of moderation
policies (20).
Using a large-scale field experiment, I tested the hypothesis that normative information about a community’s rules
influences newcomers’ choices to participate and how they
behave. I designed this experiment with The New Reddit
Journal of Science (r/science), a 13-million-subscriber community on the Reddit platform. The community hosts discussions
about peer-reviewed journal articles and live question-andanswer (Q&A) sessions with prominent scientists. Many of
these discussions attract conflict and harassment. For example, when Professor Stephen Hawking answered questions in
2015, commenters mocked his medical condition and personal
life with abusive and obscene insults. In July 2016, when discussing new research about obesity among women, moderators
removed 1,497 of 2,186 comments. Many of those comments
derided women, mocked the researchers, and criticized people with obesity through jokes, memes, personal anecdotes,
and unsubstantiated medical advice. Conversations about politically charged topics—including race, gender, vaccines, and climate science—also attract substantial harassment. That month,
moderators removed >35,000 comments or discussions and
banned 460 people from future participation for violating
community rules.
Volunteer-led online communities like r/science are fruitful
settings to investigate questions about online behavior because
these communities carry out much of the policy-making and
enforcement on the internet. When someone threatens, disparages, or otherwise harasses another person online, volunteer
community moderators offer one of three kinds of authority governing that behavior. Government regulations about hate speech
or threats of violence sometimes lead to court cases and content removals (21, 22). The operators of online platforms such
as Facebook, Google, and Reddit also develop their own policies that are enforced by thousands of paid staff (23–29). Yet
platforms struggle to develop scalable policies that can be consistently applied across jurisdiction, language, context, and culture
for billions of people (30). To meet these context-specific needs,
hundreds of thousands of volunteer community moderators provide the most local form of governance for communities that
sometimes grow to tens of millions of subscribers (31). These volunteer teams create rules (32), monitor activity (33), carry out
policy interventions, and report serious cases to platforms and
law enforcement (34).
Many harassing and abusive comments in the r/science community come from people who are participating for the first time.
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In July 2016, moderators removed 494 newcomer comments per
day, 39.1% of all of the comments they removed on average and
52.3% of all newcomer comments. First-time commenters were
also more likely to violate community policies than more experienced commenters. These newcomers may not yet be aware
of community policies against abusive language, insulting jokes,
or personal medical anecdotes. Since newcomers are important
for the community’s science-communication goals and are also
a major source of unruly behavior, the community has a pragmatic interest in efforts to influence who participates and how
they behave.
Because these community moderators create and administer
policy for millions of people in data-rich online environments
(34), moderators have unique opportunities to conduct field
experiments on social norms. In the social sciences, researchers
have used field experiments to validate existing theories or identify new phenomena and hypotheses for further investigation (35,
36). In this study, community moderators identified the problem of newcomer rule compliance and advised on intervention
design, study procedures, and outcomes.
Moderators decided to test a “sticky comment” that displayed
community rules at the top of a discussion. We designed the
intervention to include information about norms that other
research has found effective at influencing behavior (4). The
message welcomes participants, names the unacceptable behavior, describes the enforcement consequences, reports that many
people agree with the norm, and indicates the community’s
capacity to monitor and enforce its policies (Fig. 1).
The experiment was conducted by software that observed
new discussions as they were posted and determined whether
they focused on an article or live Q&A. The software then
randomly assigned a discussion to receive an announcement
displaying rules of participation or no message at all. In discussions that received this intervention, every person who read
and commented in the discussion was shown the announcement.
Throughout the study, >1,000 moderators, who were blinded
from the experiment conditions, continued their practice of
removing comments that violated community rules. Over 30 d,
the software observed discussions, observed comments, counted
the number of first-time commenters, and recorded which of the
comments were removed by moderators.
Results
I evaluated the effect of rule postings in r/science from August
25, 2016, through September 23, 2016. The experiment included
2,190 discussions of academic publications. The 18,264 newcomer comments were 29% of all comments in this period and
were made in 804 of the discussions in the experiment.
In this science-discussion community, posting the rules caused
newcomer comments in discussions to comply with community
rules at higher rates (P = 0.038, Table 1 and Fig. 2). Without
posting the rules, a first-time commenter in a discussion about
a peer-reviewed article has a 52.5% chance of complying with
Table 1. Random intercepts logistic regression estimating the
average treatment effect of posting rules to discussions on the
chance of newcomer comment rule compliance
Rule compliance
TREAT
(Intercept)

0.34* (0.16)
0.10 (0.12)

Log likelihood
Number observed
Number of groups: linki d
Variable: linki d(Intercept)

−10,772.37

18,264
804
2.66

*P < 0.05.
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Effect of posting rules on the log−odds of a newcomer comment to be removed
by moderators in r/science community from 08/25/2016 − 09/23/2016.
n = 62759 newcomers, 1845 posts, in a random intercepts logistic regression (p=0.0446).
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Effect of posting rules on incidence rate of number of newcomer comments
by moderators in r/science community from 08/25/2016 − 09/23/2016.
n = 62759 newcomers, 2190 posts, in a negative binomial model (p < 0.001).
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commenters who were already more likely to comply with the
rules, any effects on behavior should be interpreted as closely
associated with the effects on the decision to participate. Furthermore, this study cannot offer evidence on whether this
intervention reduced harassing behaviors overall or displaced
it to other communities. This finding is also likely sensitive to
contextual factors about a given online community, the pool of
potential participants, and the design of the software platform.
People who decline to discuss science in public may have good
reasons to hold back, given the rate of online harassment. Even
as technology companies attempt to respond to unruly behavior
after it occurs, volunteer community moderators can also manage and prevent problems for thousands of people in their own
communities. Pragmatically, in the r/science community, displaying the rules could prevent >2,000 first-time commenters per
month from unruly behavior and increase first-time commenters
on scientific topics by >40,000 people per month on average.
Experiments by and with real-world communities can evaluate
such interventions while also helping social scientists understand
how communities form and behave online.
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Effect of posting rules on incidence rate of number of newcomer comments removed
by moderators in r/science community from 08/25/2016 − 09/23/2016.
n = 62759 newcomers, 2190 posts, in a negative binomial model (p = 0.0446).

Fig. 2. (A and B) Posting messages announcing rules increased the chance
of individual rule compliance by newcomers (A) and increased the rate of
newcomer participation (B). (C) With this increase in participation, the rate
of comment removals also increased.
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community norms. Posting the rules causes an 8.4-percentagepoint increase in the chance that a newcomer’s comment will be
allowed to remain by moderators on average in r/science.
Posting the rules also affects who chooses to participate in a
conversation, increasing the participation rate of first-time commenters in a discussion by 70% on average (P < 0.0001; Table 2
and Fig. 2B). Because newcomers participate at higher rates, the
intervention may also create more work for moderators, increasing the rate of newcomer comments removed on average (P <
0.0001; Table 2 and Fig. 2C).
Discussion
Posting community rules to discussions influenced who joined
the discussion and how they behaved. Despite theoretical expectations that newcomers might not be influenced by normative
information about communities to which they do not belong,
the intervention increased norm compliance among first-time
participants. This outcome may be due to the announcement’s
specific descriptions of community expectations, enforcement
details, information on the number of participants who ascribe
to the norm, and suggestion of continuous enforcement.
In an online setting where joining conversations is a fast decision and harassment is a real risk, the intervention also caused
newcomers to participate in discussions at higher rates. Social
norms don’t just affect the behavior of people who already participate in a social context. By providing information about how other
people will behave, they also have a strong effect on a newcomer’s
decision to participate in a community for the first time.
While this field experiment demonstrates the pragmatic effects
of social-norms interventions on behavior, it does not distinguish discussion-level effects from individual ones. Because the
intervention was applied to discussions and because the software could not observe people who viewed the intervention
and decided not to contribute, it is not possible to disentangle
the decision to participate from the decision about how to participate. Since the intervention likely attracted some first-time
Matias

I conducted this experiment with the CivilServant software, which supports
community-based experiments on the Reddit platform (37). The software
was granted moderator privileges by moderators of r/science independently
of the Reddit company, giving it access to make observations about new
discussions, automatically post randomly assigned announcements to those
discussions, observe commenter participation, and incorporate administrative records on which comments were removed by moderators for violating
community policies.
Data Collection. For each discussion, the software observed information
about the discussion, comments in the discussion, and the user accounts that
made those comments. All discussions in the r/science Subreddit during the
experiment period were automatically observed by the experiment software
and assigned a condition after they were started by community members,
except in cases of spam auto-removed by the Reddit platform before the
experiment software could make an observation. Comments were included
in the study if they were made in an observed discussion. Among participants, newcomers were accounts that had not previously contributed in
the community in the previous 6 mo before the study began. To determine
newcomer status, I used a list of all accounts that had previously contributed
public comments to the community.
The main unit of observation for this study was a comment by a newcomer in a discussion within the experiment sample. In the life cycle of a
comment, it may be removed by moderators or an automated moderation
bot. This removal action may be reverted by moderators, who can make
the comment visible again, sometimes after deliberation about the case in
question. This research considered the final visibility of the comment after
the experiment concluded. Since moderators were blinded from the treatment and consequently could not review direct replies to the treatment
announcement, the software automatically removed all replies to the treatment and omitted them from the study. Discussion-level outcomes for the
study included the total number of first comments by newcomers in a discussion, as well as the total number of newcomer comments removed by
moderators in a discussion.

Table 2. Estimates of average treatment effects among
newcomers in article discussions
Estimator
Number of comments
NegBin
RI
Number removed
NegBin
RI

Estimate Standard error

P

P (adjusted)

0.532***
4.336*

0.1438
NA

0.0002
0.0364

0.0009
0.0446

0.391*
1.687

0.1876
NA

0.0370
0.1134

0.0446
0.1228

Discussions = 2,190; newcomer comments = 18,264. RI estimates are onetailed randomization inference tests. NA, not applicable.
*P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001 (adjusted for 13 comparisons; Benjamini–
Hochberg).
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Materials and Methods

Treatment Assignment. During the experiment, the software observed every
new discussion as it was posted and determined whether or not it discussed
a peer-reviewed article or was a Q&A with a scientist (like the discussion with
Stephen Hawking). Treatments were randomized within each type of discussion and also block-randomized over time (blocks of 6 for Q&A discussions
and blocks of 10 for articles).
Informed consent was waived for this study, which involved months of
community consultation and approval. I debriefed the community about the
study conclusions in a community-wide announcement visible to anyone visiting r/science. This research was approved by the MIT Institutional Review
Board (protocol 1604554325).
As specified in the preanalysis plan (https://osf.io/knb48/files/osfstorage/
57bef819594d9001fcd0e193/), I ended the study according to the stop rule
after analyzing data from 2,200 assignments, since the estimated effect on
the incidence rate of newcomer comments removed was a >20% increase
(Table 2). After removing 24 discussions from randomization blocks that
were spoiled by software errors, the final results included a total of 24 Q&A
discussions and 2,190 academic-article discussions.
This paper focuses on the experiment within the 2,190 discussions of
scientific articles, distinct from the Q&A discussions with scientists. Among
these article discussions, 804 included at least one newcomer comment.
Analysis. I conducted a series of logistic regression and negative binomial
models to test the effect of normative messages on the rule-compliance and
participation rates of newcomers in discussions of scientific articles. The decision rule for these estimates is α = 0.05, with P values adjusted for multiple
comparisons with the Benjamini–Hochberg method (38).
I estimated the average treatment effect on the chance of a newcomer
comment’s rule compliance using a logistic regression model with random
intercepts for the discussion that was treated (µj ). By using a multilevel
model, I was able to estimate the effect on comments when the treatment
was allocated to discussions.

log(µi ) = β0 + β1 TREATi + i .
I also included two randomization inference tests on a sharp null of no effect
on the count of newcomer comments and removed newcomer comments,
using the randomization procedures from the study design (40).
On average, in discussions of scientific publications, I found that posting rules to a discussion increased the chance of a newcomer comment to
comply with the rules by 8.4 percentage points (P = 0.014) (Table 1). Posting the rules also increased the rate of newcomer comments by 70% (P <
0.0001). This increase in newcomer participation was consistent with the
results of the randomization inference test (P = 0.014). While an increase in
newcomer participation could also create a greater burden for moderators
on average, the results of that hypothesis are inconclusive. In a negative binomial model, I found an increase of 48% in newcomer comments
removed (P = 0.0487), but I failed to reject the sharp null from randomization inference (P = 0.121). Full results from every estimator are reported
in Table 2.
Since this paper reports a subgroup analysis of a larger experiment conducted with r/science, all P values were adjusted as part of a family of 13
hypothesis tests, including the preregistered analyses, which were consistent with these findings. A full report of these analyses is included in SI
Appendix.
Statement on Data. The experimental design was preregistered at https://
osf.io/knb48/files/osfstorage/57bef819594d9001fcd0e193/. Code and data
for this paper are available on Github (41).

I estimated the average treatment effect on the incidence rates of newcomer comments and removed comments per discussion with negative
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